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Father's Day Riddle

    

When does a joke become
a father?
 
Send us your best guess to
Christine@barristerstitle.com
 
Don't miss out on this
opportunity to win a gift card
to your favorite coffee shop
or restaurant.  And even if
you don't need something
like that, maybe your Dad
will!
 

The Quill

Mechanicsmen and Materialment
Liens - THE LATEST
We know this is a topic of extreme importance to you. . .especially
those of you who represent Builders and Developers.  To that end,
we decided to get the word directly from the proverbial "Horse's
Mouth."  This month's edition features an interview with Ken Stone,
State Manager for Fidelity National Title.  (Note:  For those of you
unaware, Fidelity has postponed any action in this matter until June
30th.  Click here to read the notice from Fidelity in full.)

1.       Q:  What is driving Fidelity's change in policy regarding
Mechanics and Materialmen Liens?     
This is not a "Fidelity" issue.  Rather, it is an issue that impacts the
entire title industry, lenders, and purchasers of property, as well as
providers of labor and materials that have gone unpaid for their work. 
The problem arises because of the inability under current NC m/m
lien law to determine who all the potential lien claimants are in
connection with immediately contemplated, ongoing, or recently
completed construction.  It is important to note that it is the NCLTA,
not any one company, that is seeking changes to NC's m/m lien laws,
and that this is not a new issue, the NCLTA has been seeking fixes
to the hidden lien problem for years.  It is also important to note that
this IS a problem unique to NC's m/m lien laws - the m/m lien claims
experience in all of our surrounding states is SIGNIFICANTLY less
than what it is in NC.

2.       Q:  In what ways will the Mechanics and Materialmen Liens
coverage be changed if Fidelity's policy is implemented?   
I'd rather focus on the positive.  All the stakeholders, legislators and
regulators recognize the significance of the problem and are working
diligently to come up with a solution that addresses the concerns of
all.  The progress has been tremendous and far beyond what has
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ever been achieved previously.

3.       Q:  What kinds of deals will be affected if Fidelity's policy is
implemented?   
The transactions that present the highest m/m lien risk are those
involving immediately contemplated, ongoing, or recently completed
construction.    

4.       Q: Will the coverage currently provided be different for those
residential deals that do not involve new construction?   
Transactions that don't involve immediately contemplated, ongoing, or
recently completed construction do not present the same m/m lien
risk and will therefore continue to be underwritten the same way they
currently are.

5.       Q: How about Commercial deals?     
The issue is whether there is immediately contemplated, ongoing, or
recently completed construction, not whether the property involved is
residential or commercial.

6.       Q: What advice can I give my Builder Clients concerning these
matters?    
Call their industry lobbyist(s) and state legislators and encourage
them to continue to work toward a solution.

7.       Q:  Is there any chance that the drop date for the
implementation of the policy will be pushed back?  
The objective here is legislation that provides tools to make sure that
potential lien claimants are paid on or before closing so that there
aren't any post-closing surprises.   Each company will ultimately have
to decide for itself whether sufficient progress is being made.

8.       Q:  Is there a chance that the law will be changed? If so, any
idea when?   Thanks for giving me the opportunity to repeat what I
said earlier because it really is worth repeating -  all the stakeholders,
legislators and regulators recognize the significance of the problem
and are working diligently to come up with a solution that addresses
the concerns of all.  The progress has been tremendous and far
beyond what has ever been achieved previously.    

9.       Q:  If the law is changed, what is Fidelity's preferred method
for fixing those problems associated with the current law?  Fidelity is
participating in and completely supports the NCLTA's current
initiative, which is modeled after Virginia's private lien agent process. 
A solution that addresses all of the competing needs of the
stakeholders is the only politically viable option, and the lien agent
approach appears to be just such a solution.    

10.   Q: What is Fidelity's position about the Registered Lien Agent
method of dealing with new construction?    See #9.



Coming in August:                
Customer Appreciation Month

YES! We're talking to you!

We are gearing up for what's is looking
to be the best Customer Appreciation
Month yet!  We are planning a couple
different opportunities to show you how
much we appreciate you.  So stay tuned
and we will be announcing in the next
few months more details about these
events. 
 

The Quill Funny

funny father's day prank

Meet the Family- Adam Fiorenza

We are continuing with the "getting to know us better" questionnaire.
This month Adam is up...

1.  What is something that not many
people know about you?

Despite the way I talk about Sal, I
actually like and respect him
tremendously.

2.  What is your favorite movie?
Ghost.  How could you not like a
real life love story like this? Plus, it

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001RWHspKMLyREh3NLpTvr4-B0IanKa2pmwmuRJSFKdE8ROtWkGYlzp6kX_Fa06onSndppGxbcpQ-ITyM1SvW5c0ir7h2jApa0sA-FJh9JSyMhPQnCLoyrHaZa2AMo5xsa5XtWEMFIH_XM=


has a very educational scene on
how to make pottery.

3.  Name a person- alive or dead- you'd like to have dinner with and
why?

Tony Manero.  John Travolta from Saturday Night Fever.  Does
a 100% Italian need to explain why???

4.  If you were not working in the real estate field, what would you be
doing?

A mime, so I wouldn't have to talk to anyone for a while about
the crazy real estate world.

5.  Tell us about a brush with fame. (Or show us in this case.)

               
 
Please click here to check out all of our photos and bios on the
"Contact Us" page of our website.
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